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ChANgE TypE: Modification

ChANgE summAry: The duct sealing and testing provisions have 
been reorganized to clarify the application. The maximum duct leakage 
rates are now prescriptive rather than mandatory provisions to accom-
modate design flexibility.

2015 CodE: N1103.2 N1103.3 (r403.3) ducts. Ducts and air han-
dlers shall be in accordance with Sections N1103.3.1 through N1103.3.5.

N1103.3.2 (r403.3.1) sealing (mandatory). Ducts, air handlers, 
and filter boxes shall be sealed. Joints and seams shall comply with either 
the International Mechanical Code or Section M1601.4.1 of this code, 
as applicable.

Exceptions:

 1. Air-impermeable spray foam products shall be permitted to 
be applied without additional joint seals.

 2. Where a duct connection is made that is partially inaccessi-
ble, three screws or rivets shall be equally spaced on the 
exposed portion of the joint so as to prevent a hinge effect.

 32. For ducts having a static pressure classification of less than 
2 inches of water column (500 Pa), additional closure systems 
shall not be required for Ccontinuously welded joints and 
seams, and locking-type longitudinal joints and seams of 
other than the snap-lock and button-lock types in ducts oper-
ating at static pressures less than 2 inches of water column 
(500 Pa) pressure classification shall not require additional 
closure systems.

Duct tightness shall be verified by either of the following:

 1. Postconstruction test: Total leakage shall be less than or equal 
to 4 cfm (113.3 L/min) per 100 square feet (9.29 m2) of condi-
tioned floor area when tested at a pressure differential of  
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0.1 inches w.g. (25 Pa) across the entire system, including the 
manufacturer’s air handler enclosure. All register boots shall 
be taped or otherwise sealed during the test.

 2. Rough-in test: Total leakage shall be less than or equal to 
4 cfm (113.3 L/min) per 100 square feet (9.29 m2) of condi-
tioned floor area when tested at a pressure differential of 
0.1 inches w.g. (25 Pa) across the system, including the manu-
facturer’s air handler enclosure. All registers shall be taped or 
otherwise sealed during the test. If the air handler is not 
 installed at the time of the test, total leakage shall be less than 
or equal to 3 cfm (85 L/min) per 100 square feet (9.29 m2) of 
conditioned floor area.

Exception: The total leakage test is not required for ducts and air 
handlers located entirely within the building thermal envelope.

N1103.3.3 (r403.3.3) duct Testing (mandatory). Ducts shall be 
pressure tested to determine air leakage by one of the following methods:

 1. Rough-in test: Total leakage shall be measured with a pressure  
differential of 0.1 inches w.g. (25 Pa) across the system, including 
the manufacturer’s air handler enclosure if installed at the time 
of the test. All registers shall be taped or otherwise sealed during 
the test.

 2. Postconstruction test: Total leakage shall be measured with a 
 pressure differential of 0.1 inches w.g. (25 Pa) across the entire 
system, including the manufacturer’s air handler enclosure. 
 Registers shall be taped or otherwise sealed during the test.

Exception: A duct air leakage test shall not be required where the 
ducts and air handlers are located entirely within the building ther-
mal envelope.

A written report of the results of the test shall be signed by the party con-
ducting the test and provided to the building official.

N1103.3.4 (r403.3.4) duct Leakage (prescriptive). The total leakage 
of the ducts, where measured in accordance with Section N1103.3.3, shall 
be as follows:

 1. Rough-in test: The total leakage shall be less than or equal to  
4 cubic feet per minute (113.3 L/min) per 100 square feet (9.29 m2) 
of conditioned floor area where the air handler is  installed at the 
time of the test. Where the air handler is not  installed at the time of 
the test, the total leakage shall be less than or equal to 3 cubic feet 
per minute (85 L/min) per 100 square feet (9.29 m2) of conditioned 
floor area.

 2. Postconstruction test: The total leakage shall be less than or  
equal to 4 cubic feet per minute (113.3 L/min) per 100 square feet 
(9.29 m2) of conditioned floor area.

N1103.3 continued

This excerpt is taken from 
Significant Changes to the 
International 
Residential 
Code®, 2015 
Edition.  
Significant 
Changes 
publications 
take you directly to the most 
important changes that 
impact projects. Key changes 
are identified then followed 
by in-depth discussion of 
how the change affects real-
world application. Photos, 
tables and illustrations are 
included to further clarify 
application. Available for the 
IBC, IRC, IFC and IPC/IMC/
IFGC, the Significant Changes 
publications are very useful 
training and review tools for 
transitioning to a new code 
edition.
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